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Strain Energy Descriptions of 
Biological Swelling I: Single 
Fluid Compartment Models 
Strain energy functions are derived from biphasic soft tissue models in order to 
describe large-deformation, large-swelling, elastic behavior of nonlinear materials. 
The resulting analysis leads to calculations of stress-extension relations and tissue 
fluid pressure. Also explored are the elastic stability of the biphasic tissue models 
and the manner in which tissue pressure is altered by material deformation. 
Introduction 
Tissue swelling is one of the classic signs of disease. Its 
presence can be used as a diagnostic indicator or measure of 
illnesses ranging from infection to rheumatoid arthritis. Tissue 
swelling is also an important mechanism of physiologic 
dysfunction. Brain swelling following head trauma for in-
stance, can compress vital cerebral structures and cause death, 
while cardiac swelling, or edema, following prolonged cardiac 
arrest produces a less distensible ventricle and an impairment 
in diastolic filling. 
Tissue swelling assumes an even greater significance if we 
take the view that soft tissue in its normal state is swollen to 
begin with. Muscle is approximately 80 percent water. Thus, 
some very important properties of soft tissues may be 
obscured by treating them as simple "solids." 
In recent years Mow and coworkers have advanced the 
biphasic description of cartilage and have applied biphasic 
theories based upon consolidation theory and mixture theories 
[1, 2, 3]. For the analysis of elastic deformation the biphasic 
theories reduce to simple forms—basically that stresses can be 
derived from partial differentiation of a strain energy density 
function with respect to material deformation. 
However, the problem in applying this formulation is 
finding suitable strain energy functions. This paper therefore 
describes a class of strain energy functions capable of describ-
ing swelling in materials with nonlinear stress-strain laws. It 
will be shown that a power-law formulation of the strain 
energy function, with strain energy measured per unit of 
swollen tissue volume, leads to a particularly simple con-
stitutive description. The strain energy functions are derived 
from simplified micromechanic descriptions of cellular soft 
tissue (e.g., muscle), and thus may not be specifically relevant 
to cartilage. Furthermore, in the analysis here soft tissue is 
considered to be strictly biphasic, having only one solid and 
one fluid compartment, both of which are incompressible. 
Simple Models of Biological Swelling 
The Basic Network Model. The goal here will be to con-
struct the simplest possible microstructural model of a soft 
tissue. By contrast to soil, the classic biphasic material which 
is predominantly solid, the biological soft tissue is only 20 per-
cent solid. Therefore, the concept of water residing in small 
soil "pores" must be reversed in tissue; here, solid elastic 
elements are sparse and float within the surrounding fluid. 
Another important difference between soil and cellular soft 
tissue relates to the loads that they customarily support: soil 
primarily supports compressive loads, whereas cellular soft 
tissues such as muscle and skin support tensile loads. 
Some of the structures within soft tissues which appear 
capable of carrying tensile loads are cellular membranes, con-
tractile proteins, interstitial protein strands, and the cellular 
cytoskeleton. Taken together these tissue constituents may be 
considered as a network of elastic elements. The effect of in-
troducing added fluid, or "inflating" such a system, would be 
to distend the individual elastic elements. If the elastic 
elements are nonlinear, progressive tissue inflation should 
cause the elastic elements to become progressively stiffer. 
Thus, one would expect such a tissue to become less distensible 
as it swells. Such tissue "inflation" can be described sim-
ply in terms of the strain energy density function. A conve-
nient form for a nonlinear material is a power-law relation of 
the principal extensions: 
> = -£-(Xf + Xf + Xf) (1) 
Here <j> is the strain energy density (per unit undeformed 
volume), A, are the principal extensions, and fi and k are 
elastic constants. This form of the strain energy function is a 
special case of the general power-law series strain energy func-
tion proposed by Ogden [4] to describe rubber elasticity. It 
was also introduced by Blatz et al. [5] to describe soft tissue 
elasticity. 
The principal Lagrangian stress f (force per undeformed 
area) is given for a compressible material by 
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However, for incompressible materials, which will be our sole 
interest here, the incompressibihty constraint, X!X2X3 = 1, can 
be introduced by a Lagrange multiplier: 
0 ' = 0 + 9(X,X2X3- l) (2) 
/ , = 
1x7 
The Cauchy stress CT,- is then written as 
d<j> 
°i = \ fi = x ;-^r- + 1 ( n o s u m o n 0 
0\; 
(3) 
where q is the undetermined hydrostatic pressure. 
When deformation in an incompressible material is of a 
simple type (e.g., simple elongation, equibiaxial extension), 
where the principal extensions are related to one another in a 






Thus for simple elongation (in the 1-direction) of a material 
obeying equation (1), 
«^2 . , * _ , dkil //=?[* +x$- d\. - + XJ- d\. 
Since X2 = X3 = Xf 
/ ^ / x t X f - ' - X f ^ - ' ] 
which gives the usual result 
ff,=/i[Xf-Xf*«] (5) 
Equation (3) is the general expression of stress in terms of 
the strain energy function while equation (4) can be used in 
more specialized circumstances. In the following develop-
ment, strain energy functions for swollen materials will be 
described, from which stresses can be derived using strain 
energy functions similar to equation (1) and, where ap-
propriate, equation (4). The latter is particularly convenient 
for the examples given here. 
Now let us consider isotropic swelling, where a unit cube of 
the material swells to a volume X3. X̂  is the swelling extension 
experienced by a cube of swollen material in the absence of ap-
plied loads. (Here X, =X2 = X3 =XS.) The swelling process in 
this case should be imagined as an accumulation of non-elastic 
material (fluid) into an elastic matrix, where the absorbed 
material is not bound to the matrix. In general the strain 
energy for the swollen material $s, in terms of energy per 
swollen volume, is 
- 3 
* . = nK -[Xf + Xf + Xj] (6) 
the additional fluid: that is, elastic elements which occupied a 
volume of 1 initially now occupy a volume of X3. Thus $ s is 
energy per volume of swollen tissue. This dilutional idea was 
suggested by Treloar [6] in his description of rubber swelling. 
The [Xf + X£ + X3 ] term indicates that the strain energy relation 
for individual elastic elements is unchanged by the presence of 
additional fluid. 
We now consider deformations of the swollen material sub-
ject to the following conditions: 
1. The elastic matrix is incompressible. 
2. The absorbed material (fluid) is incompressible. 
3. Fluid content remains unchanged during deformation. 
That is, the swollen material is incompressible. 
Thus, in this analysis of the swollen material there are two 
distinct processes. The first is the initial equitriaxial extension, 
or volume dilatation due to swelling. The second is the subse-
quent isochoric deformation of the swollen material. 
Although deformation of swollen biological materials might 
be expected to change the fluid content of the tissue, fluid 
movement in the tissue is complex and depends on pathways 
such as blood vessels, lymph vessels and organ surfaces. The 
assumption of incompressibility therefore applies to situations 
where fluid pathways are closed, or where fluid transport is 
slow enough so that deformations may be considered quasi-
static. 
If the extensions are now related to the new, swollen 
reference state, the strain energy function has a particularly in-
teresting form. Defining A(sA/X,5 as the extensions with 
respect to the swollen state, equation (6) reduces to 
* , = 
**X*-
-[Af + Aj + Af] (7) 
The strain energy function of the swollen material, with 
respect to the swollen reference frame, is identical in form to 
the strain energy function of the unswollen material, with 
respect to the unswollen reference state, except for the addi* 
tional factor of (X*~3). We can also write equation (7) by in^ 
troducing a new parameter \t,' = #X*~3. Since typical nonlinear 
biological materials are described by k>3, swelling (XS>1) 
results in an increasing /x', or material stiffness. Equation (7) 
above was also obtained by Treloar for the case £s=2, a 
swollen neo-Hookean rubber. 
The uniaxial stress-extension relation for the 
material can be derived directly from equation 




Here <f>s is the stress energy in the swollen material, per initial, 
unswollen volume (and identical to 4> given in equation (1)). 
The new incompressibility condition for the swollen material 
is given by 
The (X~3) term reflects the dilution of the elastic elements by (X,X2X3=X
3), (9) 
N o m e n c l a t u r e 
<j> = strain energy density per 
unit volume of unswollen 
material A,- = 
</>i-2 = strain energy density of 
membrane sheet in the 1-2 
plane X5 = 
$s = strain energy density per er,- = 
unit volume of swollen ft = 
material ix = 
X, = principal extensions with k = 
respect to unswollen 
reference configuration 
principal extensions with 
respect to swollen reference 
configuration 
swelling extension 
principal Cauchy stress 
principal Lagrangian stress 
elastic constant 






dilatation with respect to 
the swollen reference con-
figuration: v=AjA2A3 
dilatation with respect to 
the unswollen reference 
configuration: v^>\i\2\ 
mechanical energy stored in 
elastic spring element 
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Fig. 1 Schematic of spring network model. Spring-like elastic 
elements are arranged in a cuboidal lattice. 
and enters into equation (8) through the dA2/d\1 and 3A3/dX! 
terms when X2 = X3, as required in simple elongation. Equa-




This result again indicates that swelling causes a stiffening of a 
nonlinear (k>3) material. 
Calculation of Fluid Pressure. The pressure acting on the 
fluid within a swollen material is calculated from the work 
necessary to drive more fluid into the material. Given a unit 
volume of tissue, the work required to inject an extra volume 
of fluid, AV, is given by the first order expression 
AW=pAV=(A$s)V+AWe (11) 
where Ais is the increment in strain energy density of the 
swollen material, (per unit swollen volume) AWe is the incre-
ment in external work due to forces acting on the boundary of 
V. Osmotic forces have been neglected here. 
To calculate fluid pressure when the boundary forces are 
zero, and Aj = A2 = A3 = A, we use 
d$s d$s rfA 
dv dk dv 
(12) 
where v is the dilatation with respect to the swollen reference 
configuration: 
. = (A1A2A3) = (A)
3 
Taking the power-law form for $ , and evaluating equation 
(12) at A = 1 gives the fluid pressure 
/> = AJ - 3 (13) 
This result is remarkable for two reasons. First, it says that 
fluid pressure would increase with swelling only if k>3. 
Second, it says that the pressure can never be zero (except at 
Xs = 0, when the tissue volume vanishes). These results 
therefore suggest that the original assumption of a single term 
power-law strain energy function may be unreasonable. 
Revised Network Model. Although it is true that normal 
fluid pressure in soft tissue may not be zero because of 
osmotic forces, it seems likely that there must be some possible 
tissue state with zero pressure. What sort of strain energy 
functions then would permit such a zero fluid pressure to oc-
cur? To begin, let us see why the power-law strain energy func-
tion gives a nonzero pressure. Conceptually, the power-law 
strain energy density (equation (1)) can be considered as 
resulting from an elastic structure which is a three-
dimensional, lattice-like network of spring elements, as por-
trayed in Fig. 1. 
The strain energy function 4> results when the energy storage 
law for spring elements oriented in the ('-direction is \pj<x\f, 
where ,̂- is the mechanical energy storage for a single spring. 
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Fig. 2 Uniaxial stress-extension relations derived from simple and 
revised spring-network power-law strain energy functions. Here nor-
malized stress (normalized by the stress value at A = 1.2) is plotted 
against extension for power-law strain energy functions with the power-
law constant, A = 2 and k = 16. The solid line denotes the stress-
extension relation corresponding to the simple power-law strain energy 
function, while the dashed line denotes the revised form. For the ft = 16 
material, solid and dashed lines are indistinguishable. Even for the k = 2 
material, both strain energy functions result in uniaxial stress-
extensions of essentially identical form over the range. 
unstressed length of zero. (In fact, the kinetic theory of rubber 
elasticity states that long molecular chains with many links 
behave like these elastic storage elements with k-2. Since 
molecular chains in a rubber material do not have zero end-
displacement, there must be some distending force [6].) 
Therefore, a more reasonable strain energy function would 
be analogous to a three-dimensional spring network in which 
the spring elements have a nonzero unstressed length. One 
possible model for such a spring element would be a rod of 
elastic material which obeys our original power-law strain 
energy function. Considering the rod to be incompressible and 
under uniaxial tension, the stored elastic energy would be 
i/*,-ocxf+2Xr*/2 
This therefore suggests a two term strain energy function for 
the bulk material 
4>=-~(\k + K + H)+^(Kk/2 + Kk/2 + Kkn) (14) 
Repeating our earlier derivations for this new strain energy 
function gives: 
-X*-J(Af + A§ + A$) 
2a strain 










a ,= ,xX*- 3 [ (A 1 )
i - (A 1 )^
/ 2 ] 
+ MA s-*'
2-3[-(A1)-






, i X , - 3 ( X * - X , ) fluid pressure (18) 
This pressure relationship gives zero pressure at Xs = 1 (the 
unswollen state) and a positive pressure for k>0 (when 
Xs> 1). dp/dks is always positive (again when Xs> 1) if k>3. 
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Thus 0<k<3 represents a situation of elastic instability, 
where increasing fluid volume would correspond to decreasing 
fluid pressure. 
We also note that the revised spring-network model, besides 
permitting reasonable fluid pressures, does not change the 
character of the uniaxial stress-extension relation. This is seen 
in Fig. 2, where the stress-extension relations have been plot-
ted from the simple power-law strain energy function (equa-
tion (5)) and from revised spring-network model (equation 
(16)). For power-law constants k = 2 and k=16, the stress-
extension relations are essentially identical when stress is nor-
malized by the peak stress value in the extension range of in-
terest (X= 1.0 to A =1.2). 
Membrane Sheet Model. The previous constitutive rela-
tion was based on the idea that tissue elasticity is due to 
tension-bearing spring elements; that is, the structural 
elements are rod-like ties. However, other constitutive rela-
tions can be developed based on the idea that tissue elasticity is 
due to membranous spring elements; that is, the structural 
elements are elastic sheets. 
In the membrane sheet model the tissue is represented by a 
three-dimensional network of elastic sheets intersecting one 
another to form cuboidal cells. The sheets are thin, incom-
pressible, and, by assumption, in a state of plane stress. In ad-
dition, it will be assumed as before that the elastic material of 
the sheet, by itself, obeys a simple power-law strain energy 
assumption. 
The strain energy of a sheet in the 1 -2p lane , <$>\^i, is 
0 1 „ 2 = ^ ( X * + X̂  + Xf)=-^- [ ( \* + X^+(X1X2)-*)] (19) 
with similar expressions for the strain energy of sheets in the 
2 - 3 and 1-3 planes by ($2_3 and </>!_3). 




4> = — [2Xf + 2\k + 2\k + (X, A,) -* 
k 
+ (X2X3)-*+(X1X3)-*] (21) 
For a swollen material, then, when X, is substituted by 
X( = A,-XS 
*s=J^Kn2\HM + M+M) + K2kl(^2)-k 
+ (A2A3)-*+(A1A3)-*]] (22) 
Calculating fluid pressure from equation (12) gives 
p = 2liK
3M-K2k) (23) 
Again p is positive for XS>1 when k>0. dp/d\s is positive, 
and the swelling process is stable, when k>3. 
Also note that in simple elongation 
a=/A/3(2X* + X~2*) (Ak-A~k/2) 
That is, the stress-extension law is identical to that derived 




Pressure Changes With Deformation. We next consider 
how fluid pressure changes as the swollen material is de-
formed. The derivation of fluid pressure given in equation (12) 
is generalized as follows. Pressure is given by 
P = ^ 




- c ? A , + - a*. 
3A, 




dAl dA2 e?A3 




A, A2 A3 
For the case of a swollen material under simple elongation 
(or compression) in the 1-direction, equation (24) is computed 
by holding Aj fixed while the incremental volume dilatation is 
applied: 
e?A,=0 ; dA2 = dA3 
and equations (24)-(26) imply 
P = A 2 — (27) 
oA2 
Applying equation (33) to the strain energy function given 
in equation (15) for a swollen material gives, after substituting 
A2 = Af
1/2, 
p = ^X"3 [X*Af*/2 - Xs-*
/2Af4] (28) 
This result demonstrates that the fluid pressure decreases with 
elongation and increases with compression. Fluid pressure 
becomes negative when A! > X2. 
Another problem of interest is that in which the swollen 
material is confined along two sides, and free to expand along 
the third as it swells. In this case, it will be more convenient to 
express the strain energy function, equation (15), as 
* , = - ^ - V 3 ( X f + Xf + Xf) 
+ ^X s -
3 (Xf* / 2 + X2"*
/2 + X3-*
/2) 
Since the constraints are now X2 = X3 and dk2 = e^3 = 0, equa-
tion (24) becomes 
p = X l ^xT 
When evaluated in terms of tissue volume dilatation, v, this 
implies 
p = n[vk-1-v-k/2~i] 
here v is the volume dilation with respect to the unswollen 
reference configuration: 
y = X,X2X3 
The elastic stability condition for the above pressure-
volume relation is k>\. Thus, constraining the material in 
two directions may be enough to maintain elastic stability in a 
material which is otherwise unstable (i.e., l<k<3) without 
constraint. 
Discussion 
The strain energy functions described above bridge the gap 
between convenient formulations of the strain energy function 
which simply describe the nonlinear character of soft tissue 
and detailed formulations of tissue micromechanics. The 
models upon which the strain energy functions are based are 
known to be approximate. They have been introduced to 
motivate the choice of terms within the power-law strain 
energy function and to illustrate strain energy functions for 
which a state of zero fluid pressures exists. 
Application of Strain Energy Functions. In spite of these 
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limitations, the network and membrane sheet models can ex-
plain how increased tissue water can lead to increases in tissue 
stiffness. The relation between tissue water and tissue stiffness 
has been best documented in the heart, although the ex-
perimental data has not generally been presented in a form 
which permits the application of the models proposed here. 
However, Pogatsa [7] has reported that when the diastolic 
pressure-volulme relation of the left ventricle is fit to an ex-
ponential relation, the passive elastic modulus of the left ven-
tricle increases by a factor of six when the water content of the 
heart increases from approximately 78 to 90 percent. This in-
crease in water content corresponds to a volume expansion of 
220 percent, or a value of X, of 1.3. 
Since Pogatsa does not report the scaling (multiplicative) 
constant associated with the pressure-volume relations, the in-
terpretation of the data is made difficult. The present models 
predict that the effective stiffness of the biphasic materials 
goes as (\£~3) for large values of k (see equation (17)). For 
\ = 1.3, as in the Pogatsa data, and taking k = 16, this cor-
responds to a 30-fold increase in myocardial stiffness. The 
models discribed here, however, do not predict an increased 
nonlinearity of the myocardial stress-strain relation. 
The biphasic analysis presented here also elucidates 
phenomena not generally appreciated. For instance, the 
possibility of elastic instability in biphasic materials seems 
remote. However, it is remote because of the characteristic 
nonlinear constitutive properties of biological materials. 
Passive cardiac tissue is generally described by power-law con-
stants from 12-18, well above the elastic stability structure of 
/c>3. It should be noted that the fc>3 criterion holds also for 
inflated elastic pressure-vessels in general (Bogen and 
McMahon [8]). 
The biphasic analysis should also clarify the problems of 
measuring "tissue pressure" and relating such measurements 
to stress. Measurements of tissue pressure in the heart wall, 
for instance, have been taken as indicators of myocardial 
stresses. However, we have seen here that a biphasic material 
with zero applied stresses can have a nonzero tissue pressure. 
We have also seen that elongation (i.e., higher tensile stress) is 
associated with decreased fluid pressure. Thus the interpreta-
tion of tissue pressure data must be made with extreme care. 
Relation to Previous Work. Biot [9] has previously 
developed a large-deformation theory for porous solids in 
which the free energy density, W, of an isotropic porous 
medium is expressed as a function of the strain invariants $,, 
#2, $3 and the mass per unit volume of aded fluid m: 
For a second order theory, therefore, Wmust contain first and 
second order terms in the $, and m, thus giving an expression 
for Wwith 11 constants. Because determination of this many 
constants from experimental data would be difficult, there are 
limitations to the application of such a second order theory. 
Another approach to a higher order theory has been 
developed by Mow et al. [3] in their application of mixture 
theory to cartilage mechanics. Mow et al. added an exponen-
tial term to the mixture Hemholtz free energy density function 
of the form 
exp[a,(J! -3) + fl2(Jl - a ) +a3(J3 -3)], 
where the /, are strain invariants, Although the mixture theory 
formulation is different than that given here, the exponential 
term would also effectively represent increasing tissue stiffness 
with increasing fluid content. 
Finally, a review of the lung mechanics literature reveals 
some similarity between models of lung mechanics and the 
models of tissue swelling described here. The Mead et al. [10] 
model of lung represents that tissue as a lattice of spring 
elements. Fung [11] also discusses a model of alveolar 
mechanics based upon a cubic alveolus whose rectangular 
sheet-like faces bear both elastic stress and surface tension. 
From one point of view, the lung is a soft tissue which is or-
dinarily "swollen" by air. 
Conclusions 
The models described here represent an initial approach to 
the mechanics of swollen tissue. Although improvements, 
such as incorporating separate intracellular and interstitial 
fluid compartments, clearly are possible, the present models 
provide a very simple description of large deformation, large-
swelling behavior of a class of nonlinear elastic materials. In 
addition, the formulation of strain energy density with respect 
to the swollen material volume gives rise to convenient forms 
of the stress-extension relations. 
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